DRIVING PRODUCTIVITY THROUGH LEAN MANAGEMENT

Develop a tailored Lean implementation approach for your business

Choosing the right starting point for your Lean implementation is critical for maximising momentum, engagement, outcomes and the likelihood of long-term success, however, this is where mistakes are often made, leading to disappointment, disengagement and a lack of tangible results.

This two-day interactive workshop offers a systematic and practical approach to constructing an operational improvement plan and associated governance structure for successful Lean implementation. The content is relevant to both business unit and organisation-wide deployments.

Through assessing culture, processes and systems you will gain insight about where to start your organisation’s Lean approach. Central to the program is an integrated best practice Lean Implementation Model linking strategy formulation and implementation. The model contains a broad suite of principles, practices, tools and techniques showcased in successful Lean environments.

**Made for:**
Leaders, across all industries, who wish to develop a culture of continuous improvement using Lean principles and best practice implementation.

**Sydney, UNSW CBD Campus, 2 days**
$3,575 (incl. GST)

This program will earn you two units towards the Certificate in Executive and Management Development (CEMD).

- Unit points towards your CEMD certification
- Available for in-house delivery

**CEMD in Operational Excellence:**
Upon completion, participants can choose to continue the journey to achieve a Executive Management and Development (CEMD) specialising in Operational Excellence. For more information on the certificate program and next steps, visit agsm.edu.au/CEMD

---

**“This program has the potential to revolutionise the operating model of any organisation by systematically assessing the drivers for change and introducing Lean in a sustainable way. It not only delivers efficiency gains from the beginning but designs a road map for tools to be implemented in the right sequence while engaging available human capital along the way.”**

Rod Lopez
Program Director

---
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Never Stand Still
Themes:
— Understanding the drivers of change
— Implementation and leadership alignment
— Lean as a strategic weapon
— Project planning, governance and checkpoints
— Key gaps and opportunities

Outcomes:
Participants will develop the tools, perspective and techniques, along with a practical implementation plan to:
— Accurately assess their organisation’s readiness for Lean initiatives
— Identify leverage points to initiate successful Lean programs
— Apply Lean thinking to workplace issues
— Understand and apply the tools and techniques used in best-practice Lean organisations globally
— Introduce an effective governance structure for Lean

Program Director - Rod Lopez
Rod Lopez is a seasoned Lean practitioner with a unique depth of experience in operational improvement and human capital development. He has partnered with clients across a broad range of industries, both nationally and globally, to provide a solid start along with the “know-how” to build momentum, avoid disappointment and realise tangible improvement from the outset. Rod has extensive experience working with national and global companies. He has held a range of senior management positions in companies such as Cochlear, GM and Shaw Industries. He is also a lecturer with AGSM at the MBA level.

To find out more
+61 2 9385 0330
enquiries@agsm.edu.au
agsm.edu.au/dplm